Lubrication Systems For The Mining Industry

ATEX certified, waterproof, durable lubrication systems for mining machinery.

ATS Electro-Lube manufactures automatic lubrication systems for mining machinery, for use in drilling, excavation, sorting, transport, and flotation processes.

Our mining lubrication solutions are ATEX/UL certified for underground mining, waterproof to 10m depths, and the most reliable lubricators on the market.

Significantly reduce repair costs, maintenance hours, and extend the life cycle of expensive mining machinery.

Features

- ATEX/UL certified for underground mines & explosive zones
- Waterproof & submersible to 10m depth for flood risk areas
- Operating temperature range -40°C to +60°C
- Pressure from 4 to 100 bar
- Feed up to 12 lubrication points from one lubrication unit
- Run 10m lubrication lines (60m for Titan Oiler™)
- Up to 24 months maintenance-free lubrication
- Use-friendly & easy to install
- Fully customisable lubrication control units

Benefits

- Reliable 24 hour lubrication even in extreme conditions
- Increase machinery uptime and operational productivity
- Decrease operational costs and maintenance hours
- Increase life expectancy of expensive machinery
- Eradicate catastrophic failure and significantly reduce repair costs
- Constant lubrication even whilst machinery is operational
- Service hazardous lubrication points from safe working area

For use in a huge range of mining applications, including...

- filters – separators – flotation machines – dryers – lifting equipment – conveyors
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